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PREFACE
As can be attested by soaring divorce rates, marriage presents
by far the greatest potential for conflict of all human relationships.
This, combined with negative sociological and cultural influences, makes
the discovery and treatment of marriage problems a dilemma demanding
methods and means of constructive and restructive therapy.
In all types of counseling the therapeutic change process is
most effective if implemented upon the primary cause of dysfunction.
It is with this assumption that cognitive marriage theorists have developed a behavioral model that places beliefs, or basic assumptions held by
the organism, as the underlying determining factor of individual actions.
The Marriage Beliefs Inventory has, therefore, been constructed
as a device for measuring those beliefs that are most conducive to producing marital disharmony.

The validity and reliability of the

~ffiI

is

then assessed to determine its credibility in the realm of counseling
and research.

The following pages give a description of the research

as conducted on the

~I.
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CHAPI'ER I

TEE MARRIAGE BELIEFS INVENTORY
Married couples typically hold many beliefs that effect the potential quality of their relationship.

Some beliefs are conducive to a

healthy relationship '"hile others are not.
ly while others are held in conflict.

Some beliefs are held mutual-

Perhaps in no other relationship

do the basic assumptions (beliefs) held in regard to that relationship
have a greater impact upon its potential functioning level than do the
beliefs

sur~ounding

a marriage.

vlhy are beliefs such an important ingredient in a marriage) and
what exactly are those beliefS that effect marital harmony?

Furthermore,

can we provide an instn:u:nent that will effectively measure such beliefS!
First a theoretical framework will be established.

Hhy are beliefs of

major concern in the establishment of a healthy functioning marriage?
In all types of counseling the therapeutic change process is most
effective in correcting dysfunction if implemented at the level of its
deepest sourCe.

It is with this assumption that cognitive theorists have

developed a behavioral model that places beliefS, as held by the organism, as the underlying determining factor of individual actions.
Advocates of such theories recognize healthy beliefs as foundatj.onal to harmonious marital relationships and, thus, introduce methodolog;:r requIring evaluation, confrontation and radical change of those be-

liefs.

Yet no structured means of measuring them exists.

Marriage BeliefS Inventory is proposed as such a tool.
1

Therefore, the

2

To provide a meaningful description of any psychological measurement tool, the theoretical base upon which it is built must first be
understood.

The follmring section is a brief sequential development of

the belief based cognitive approach to counseling.
\·]here are we Coming from and
are we Going'?

\~l1ere

P2rhaps the first written document containing a cognttive approach to solving human problems is the Bible itself.

The book of Pro-

verbs seems to suggest that people act in accordance with ,{hat is believed and thought from

l

within.~

Furthermore, the teachings of Jesus

directly indicate that outward actions are a revealer of what is transpiring in the heart.

Ris attack upon the Pharisees was not directed at

their level of action-related obedience, but rather at the place from
which actions spring, beliefs and thoughts of the heart. 2
Although these views were held in antiquity, belief-behavior
approaches of the t-wentieth century psychological movement cite their
beginnings in

Si~~nund

Freud, "the father of all psychology".

Freud's

psychoanalytical theory holds to a view of unconscious inner forces and
drives as being the principle facilitator of human behavior. 3
From }<"'reud, theories emerged in two basic directions; that of the
cognitive and behaviora.l.

On

the behavioral side

Skinner, in the 1940 f s,

vie\.,ed behavior and emotion as merely responses to various given stimuli.
In one experiment ,-rith which he supported this model, he achieved an
IProverbs 4:23, 6:20-23.

3Andrew Salter; The Case Against Psychoanalysis (Ne-,"- York: Holt,
1952) .

3
anxiety response in monkeys upon the producing of a tone.

The end of

the tone "las follow·ed with an electrical shock. l
Later, in the 1950s, Salter discredited Freud's deterministic
view by suggesting a learning theoI"J in which activity effects the organism's thinkingj which thinking, then, effects the resulting actions. 2
Holpe, his contemporary, conducted an experiment in which two groups of
cats "learned" the same neurotic beha.vior resulting from t'110 different
stimuli.

One stimulus involved a shock just before entering a food box.

The other stimulus consisted of a warning hooter noise, thus demonstratting that both conditioning effects changed behaviors. 3
These behavioral theorists have provided concepts that are highly
related to the cognitive theories that emerged from Freud's thinking.
Cognitive theorists posit that beliefs derived from cognitive processes
determine behaviorj however, the actual process of the choice of behavior
may take place without the a"18.reness that the cognitive processes are

The first such theorist

w~s

Alfred Adler, who, in the late 1920's)

developed what he called "Individual Psychology".

He states, for instance,

that all behavior, because it is meaningful and goal directed, has a
highly cognitj.ve component.

This assumption was made on the basis of

observ8.tion of individual counseling cases rather than upon formal eXperimental settings. 4
l\·l.K. Estes and B.F. Skinner, "Some Quanti tati ve Properties of
Anxiety," :I0~::cnal of Experimental Psychology 29 (1941)=390-)+00.

2Salter> Against

PSYChO~alYSis.

3Joseph "i-lolpe, "Experimental Neuroses of Learned Behavior)"
BTi tish Journal of Psychology 43 (1952) :243 -268.
4Alfred Adler, "Individual Psychology," Journal of Abnormal So-·
cial and Psychological Development (Feb. 1927):116-122.

4
In the mid-1930s, Kzimierz Dabrowski borrowed some of Adler's
ideas in his development of the "Theory of Positive Disintegration",
This model posited anxiety and conflict as producing positive goal oriented motivation to change behaviors.
effect behavior.

Thus, cognitively derived goals

His psychological examination of average children re-

vealed that eighty-percent had symptoms of nervousness and slight neuroses; evidence that psychological symptoms are not unhealthy.l
Dabrowski waS the first to incorporate such a view of

a~~iety

Truly,

and con-

flict, an opposite function to that proposed by those existing theories
which named such variables as the very core of maladaptive behavioral
problems.
Abraham Maslow, during the same era, developed a formal hierarchy
of needs which become goals of human behavior.
that all behavior is goal oriented.

Thus, he waS suggesting

As an organism's felt needs are re-

cognized by the cognitive processes, goals are rationally formed to meet
those needs. 2

An observational experiment done by Maslow show'ed differ-

ent species of monkeys with differences in dominance drives and goals
resulting in behavioral differences. 3
Later, in 194o, O.H. MOvlerer conducted a study in which he
gathered evidence supporting his idea that both problem solving goals and
stimuli effect behavior.

A supporting experiment that he conducted

seemed to reveal an increase in reaction time as changes in stimuli were
IJason Aronson, "The Positive Role of Mental Crisis," Saturday
Review (Dec. 5, 1964):82-84.
2Abraham Maslow, :tv1otivation and Personality (New York: He.rper
and Bros., 1954).
3Abraham Maslm'T, "The Dominance Drive as a Determiner of Social
Behavior in Intra Human Primates," Psychology Bulletin 32 (1935):714715·

5
given. l
In 1955, Albert Ellis built his theory of

~Rational

Emotive

Therapy" upon tw'Q basic approaches; that of "Humanistic" goal oriented
psychology, and "Behavioral Psychology".

Ellis contends that not only do

beliefs, and basic assumptions as a rational process, effect an organism's
behavior, but so also does environmental stimuli effect both beliefs and
behavior. 2

As one of the first proponents of a cognitive approach, El-

lis cites a theo~J of Epictetus, a Roman philosopher (15 BC).

Epictetus

held that irrational beliefs were the sole cause of all emotional upset
and disturbance. 3

However, Ellis seems to be the first to take princi-

pIes of both the behavioralists and cognitive theorists and combine them
into a workable theory of behavior.
In 1970, Jay Adams developed his ttNouthetic Counseling", in "Thich
he proposed that one's thinking (beliefs) effects behavioral outcomes,
which in turn produces emotional responses.

Though Adams supports much

of his cognitively based counseling methodology with repeated biblical
references, he fails to give any experimental evidence to support his
theory or practice.
LawTence Crabb, another Christian theorist, suggests that his
"Biblical Counseling" approach is based upon a model of behavioral development as set forth in the Bible, and does in fact, attempt to support
10 .H. Mm,mrer) "Further E:xperiments on the Control of Peripheral
Locus of P-repato:r:y Set," Psycholof::'! Bulletin 37 (1940): 462 -463.
2Albert Ellis, A Guide to Rational Living (Englevlood Cliffs, He"\,
Jersey: HollYVTood: \vilshire Booy,J3, 1967).
3Albert Ellis, "Rational Emotive Therapy," Journal of Contempor-:.
ary Psych9ltherapy 1 (Winter 1969):82-90.
4Jay Adams, Competent to Counsel (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker
Book House, 1970), pp. 41-64.

6
his view \.Jith Scripture.

Crabb declares that people form beliefs about

hO\·] to meet certain goals, and thus perform goal oriented behaviors designed to fulfill those goals.

Every person forms either biblically cor-

reet (well functioning) beliefs or, on the contrary, forms unbiblical,
incorrect (malfunctioning) beliefs about how to meet their needs.

How

biblical or unbiblical those beliefs are then, determines whether one's
actions e.nd resulting feelings e.re proper or improper.

All psychothera-

py i.5) therefore) to begin e.t the belief level where all behavior derives its first beginnings. l
One year following the publication and circulation of Cre.bb's
model (1977), Joseph Tong did an experimental study vIhich involved giving
a single group the Sovereignty of God Belief Scale (split half Corr.

+-.93), the Intrinsic Religious Motivation Scale) and Rotter's InternalExternal Locus of Control Scale.
IRM is moderate (r
lOvi (r .26).

The correlation between the SGBS and

.65), and the correlation between the SGBS e.nd IE is

This experiment did produce some supporting evidence of

beliefs effecting locus of control and religious motivation. 2
A later study, by Bruce Thyer and others (in 1981), involved
the administre.tion of the Rational Behavior Inventory and the Inventory
of Religious Beliefs to a sample of eighty college students.

They did

not find e. significant correlation between the two sets of scores;
hm,ever, the lack of such a relationship me.y suggest that just because a person says the.t they believe certain religious dogmas does
lL"snn'ence Crabb Jr. J Effective Biblical Counseling (Grand Ra:pids)
Michigan: Zondervan Pub. House, 1977), p. 136.
2Joseph Tong in a dissertation "Relationship Between Belief
in the Sovereignty of God Religious Orientation and Locus of Control"
A Dissertation Abstracts International 39 (1970):41-64.
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not necessarily mean that they will act accordingly.l
,{hat a person may think they believe in theory may be

In other words,
~ui te

different

when applied in practice.
It is important to realize that the strict behaviorist avoids
giving recognition to the cognitive presuppositions and processes involved beti1een given environmental stimuli and organismic behavioral
responses.

On the other hand, the conservative psychoanalist fails to

account for any rational, goal oriented cognitive processes since behaviors are believed to be primarily produced from drives and forces
beneath the level of consciousness.

The belief oriented cognitive

theorist takes both the stimulus effect, and the idea of behaviors
stemming from a level that is at times beyond a',{arensess, and places a
middle link of cognitively held beliefs between goal oriented motivational forces and behavioral outcomes.
Such a view of behavioral functioning has been applied to t11eories of marriage counseling.

Albert Ellis, for example, has 1dritten an

entire book based on the assumption that all marital problems stem from
irrationally held beliefs.

2

Norman Hright, a Christian counselor, has

also produced such a book in which he suggests that marriage therapy
should focus upon a dissolving of problem producing ideas, and the replacing of them with new, healthy beliefs. 3

Other theorists maintaining similar

Inruce Thyer and otherS, "Religious Orthodo~J and Rational
Thinking,'" Psychological Reports 49 (1981):802.
2Albert Ellis, Em; To Live '-lith a Neurotic (New York: Crown
Pub., 1957).

3Norman Hright, Marital Counseling: A Biblically Based Cognitive
ApProach (Denver, Colorado: Christian Marriage Enrichment, 1931).

8
views about marriage counseling, to name a few, include J.D. Ball,l
Norman Epstein,2 V3.'';Tence Crabb,3 and Ed 1,'Jheat. 4
Obviously, several contemporary theorists recognize that beliefs
are indeed foundational to harmonious marriage relationships and introduce methodology requiring evaluation, confrontation and radice.l change
of unhealthy beliefs.

If, however, counselors are to implement thera-

peutic changes of beliefs, in order to do so effectively they must know
exactly vhich beliefs are potentially problem producing.
For this reason, the Marriage Beliefs Inventory, hereafter referred to as the

~ffiI,

has been constructed.

ented, cognitive theory of counseling.
liefs are measured by the

invento~J

It is built upon a belief oriProblem producing marriage be-

to help the counselor become familiar

with the client's misconceptions, irrationality, and detrimentally held
beliefs.
Of utmost concern, hO\-rever, is finding out "rhether or not the inventory really measures those beliefs that have a significant effect upon
the marriage relationship.

To make sueh a determination it is impera.-

tive to first draw some conclusions about those factors which make e.
marriage healthy and veIl functioning.
IJ.D. Ball and Lawrence Henning, "Re.tional Suggestions for PreMarital Counseling, It JOUl~nal of Marital and Family Therapy 7 (Jan. 1981):
69-73·
2Norman Epstein, Debra Finnegan and Diane Bytha11, "Irrational
Beliefs and Perceptions of J:.{arital Conflict," Journal of Consulting and
Clinical Psycholog:-f 47 (March 1979): 608 -610.
3Lawrence Crabb, The Marriage Builder (Grand Rapids, Michigan:
Zondervan Pub. Co.) 1983 )-.----

~d \<llieat, Love Life for Every Married Couple (Grand Rapids,
Michigan: Zondervan Pub. Co.) 1980).
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Hhat Makes a Marriage Healthy?
'lihat do people believe are the essential components of a healthy
marriage relationship?

Some believe that a healthy marriage is depen-

dent upon the wise and mutually agreed upon use of finances. l

Others

assume that a healthy marriage relationship exists ,{hen there is a sufficieI'..t amount of good communication taking place. 2

Still others assume

that healthy marriages occur as the needs and expectations of both marriage partners are mutually fulfilled. 3

Many also hold the assl@ption

that good marriages are the result of making successful efforts tOl{ard
developing and maintaining a high level of companiOning.

4 Others suggest

that a well adjusted sex life is essential to maintaining a healthy functioning marriage. 5
Upon careful analysis of the literature, the following five areas
of potential conflict indeed were found to be the most frequently mentioned by contemporary marriage theorists and researchers: finances,
1For example see Howard Hendricks, Heaven Help the Home (~~eaton,
Illinois: Victor Books, 1975), p. 105; See also Bill Gothard, Mens
Manual Vol. II Financial Freedom (Oakbrook, Illinois : Institute-in Basic
Youth Conflicts, 1983), pp. 46-47.
2Fcr example see Carl Brecheen and Paul Faulkner" Marriage Enrichment Film Series, New Day Productions (Austin, Texas, 1981)j See
also Dwigh'E Small, After You've Said I Do (Old Tappen, Ne\{ Jersey:
Fleming H. Revell Co., 1963), p. 11.

3For example see Norman ,,{right, Marital Counseling; See also
Philip Blumstein and Pepper Schwartz, "What Makes Today's Marriages
Last, II Lynchht:!-rg (VA) Family \..JeeF~y in The Ne"l{s and Daily Advance, 13
November 1903.

4For example see Ed \fueat, Love Life; See also James Dobson,
Focus on the Family Film Series, 'tlord Inc. CHaco, 'l'exas, 1979).
5S ee for eY~mple J.L. McCary, Human Sexuality (Princeton: Van
l'Tosteand Reinhold, 1978) j See also Ed Wheat, Intended For Pleasure
(Old 'rappen, New Jersey: Fleming H. Revell Co., 1980).

10

communication, fulfillment of expectations, companionship and sex. l
Wllile descriptive terms of the five problem areas listed above may vary
(for example, companionship may be described as friendship, etc.), they
do represent a fair and balanced sampling of the major areas of marital
disharmony as suggested by marriage theorists.
At least hro different surveys have been conducted by researchers in which evidence was obtained that points to those areas of greatest marital disharmony among American couples.

Dr. James Dobson (1975)

conducted a survey among seventy-five married women respondants in which
they ranked their greatest sources of depression.

Among the choices

were marital problem areas such as loneliness and isolation, absence of
romance, sexual problems, etc.

Of those marriage related problems;

the scores indicated that loneliness, isolation and lack of romantic

love in the marriage (a lack of companionship) were tied for first and
second choice.

Financial problems ranked third place and sex:u.al diffi-

culties fell closely behind in fourth place.

Later, the Scores of over

five-thousand women gtven the same questionnaire substantiated the ori.

g~na

1

-L'.

-.

.l.~nd~ngs.

2

More recently, a more detailed study was conducted by Blumstein
and Schwartz (1983) in which they had twelve-thousand participants fill
out a thirty-eig.'lt page questionnaire.

From this random group they

chose six-hundred people by matching short, medium, and long term relationships.

A year and a half later a follow-up study was done by recontact-

lThe analyzed literature that this conclusion is drmm from
are those articles, books and film series on marriage as listed in the
bibliography.
2See James Dobson, \fuat IHves Wish Their Husbands Knew About
·Homen (vlheaton, Illinois: Tyndale House Pub., 1975).
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ing half of the three-hundred couples to see if they had broken up or
were still together and in both cases asked for reasons why.

The re-

suIts of their research indicated several problem areas which produced
friction and a deterioration of relationships.
Findings indicated that among those couples who had broken up,
differences j,n financial philosophies was a shared commonality (beliefs
about finances).

Furthermore, Blumstein and Sch'vartz found that husband/

wife expecta.tions of role functions (beliefs about fulfillment of expectations) produced another major source of marriage problems.

The

survey also revealed that those couples who spent a lot of time together
(companionship) were far less likely to suffer a separation than those
who did not.

Those couples ',rho did spend a lot of time together v[ere

those that placed such a high value on that time together that it resulted in a commitment to it, often held in priority even over their occupations (strong beliefs about companionship).
Invento~J

functioning

findings further suggest that satisfaction of sexual

was closely correlated with the overall satisfaction of the

marriage (beliefs about sex).

Finally, Blumstein and Schwartz discovered

that couples who had a strong commitment to problem solving (beliefs
about communication) shared many values and had calmer, longer lasting
marriages.

Common throughout their study was evidence that couplets

ideas about the areas measured greatly effected the overall quality of
. marrlage.
.
1
'r.'h elr

Basically then, the study revealed that marriage problems most
frequently oceur in the areas of finances, fulfillment, companionship,

ISee Philip Blumstein and Pepper Schwartz, Marriages Last.

12

sex and communication.

Absent from the research, hOI-rever J was an ef-

fective device for measuring just exactly what detrimental beliefs were
held in those areas, and just how strongly those beliefs "\{ere held.

1:Jhat

is needed is an inventory that will measure client held beliefs about
marriage in the five problem areas.

But, why would such an inventory be

helpful and can such an inventory be produced?
"\<lhy the MBn
The MBI has been constructed to measure marriage beliefs held by
couples, but what is the importance of having such an

invento~r?

If beliefs are foundational to the success or failure of a marriage, attempts

to~ard

improvement of marital functioning must involve a

change of unhealthy beliefs.

Effective change, therefore, begins by

changing those beliefs that are detrimental to the relationship.

For

this reason, it is imperative that marriage counselors direct a great
amount of time and attention toward the analysis and discoverJ of unhealthy, problem producing beliefs.
Currently there are very few structured means of measuring client held beliefs to assist the counselor, and he is therefore left to his
ol-m subjective and limited observations.

What is needed, therefore, is

an :i.nventory that will accurately and effectively measure client held
beliefs about marriage.

Such an inventory should include the five sub-

groups of finances, fulfillment, companionship, sex and comrnunica.ticm.
The M2,rriage Beliefs Inventory has been constructed as just such a.
urement tool.

illea.S-

It is designed to provide a structured means of measur-

ing beliefs that lend themselves to the malfunctioning o-r marriage relationshlps.
Hhile some inventories that measure beliefs pertaining to

13
marriage are currently available, the
different sort of measuring devise.

~1BI

is designed to be a uniquely

Existing marriage belief inventories

are built upon a psychology of behavior that gives no heed to biblical
thought. l
The HEI, however, has been developed as a tool to measure marriage beliefs against a biblical standard.

Belief statements are based

upon an assumed authoritative source of truth (the Bible) and problem
beliefs are measured and determined to be those beliefs that are inc ongruent with the biblical position.

It is designed for USe by Christian

counselors who are ultimately concerned with helping people form biblical belief patterns.
At present, Christian counselors who employ a belief oriented
cognitive approach to counseling are forced to either USe existing, nonbiblical belief inventories or to subjectively gather belief related
information by observation of client behavior and verbal functioning.
Such evaluations are not only vulnerable to misconception and
misinterpretation, but lend to further complications when compounded with
the difficulty of separating client verbal and nonverbal behaviors which
may be motivated by a new force, that of trying to secure fulfillment of
acceptance needs from the counselor.

Thus it becomes imperative that

the Christian belief-based, cognitive therapist have aCCess to such a
tool as the MEl.
The inventory could also prove to be a valuable asset to teachers
of couples Sunday school classes or leaders of marriage encounter groups.

ISee for example the Irrational Beliefs Test (Jones, 1968) and
the Relationship Beliefs Inventory (Epstein and Eidelson, 1981) as described by Epstein and Eidelson, "Unrealistic Beliefs of Clinical Couples,lI1I
The American Journal of Family Therapy 9 (Winter 1981):13-22.
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Its most obvious benefit will be its useability in classifying general
problem areas within groups and amongst individuals.
A definite advantage of using the inventory lies j.n its ability
to speed up the entire counseling process.

No longer is the counselor

left trying to prj out information revealing problem beliefs held by the
client.

The in-ventorj also relieves the therapist of the fear that he

may have misinterpreted the major belief problems or that he may have
overlooked some minor belief problems that may be fueling a major un~~rranted

belief causing marital discord.

Furthermore, the inventory

helps to eliminate counselor bias, hobbyhorses and blindspots often
present in measurements of marriage problems using the unstructured interview process. l
The significant value of the inventory may also be Seen in its
ability to reveal differences in beliefs bebveen married couples.

Some

theorists believe that the existence of such differences are at the roots
of all marriage disharmony.2

The invento~J would clearly reveal those

areas of conflictive beliefs, of which a counselor may evaluate and de·termine how best to address such differences and choose before a counseling session begins, those beliefs that require change.

The therapist

has the advantage of making this analysis away from the usual heat of an
emotionally filled counseling encounter.
The inventory may also be used by a teacher of a married couples I
class, an instructor of a marriage and family class, or a leader of a marriage encounter group

interested in finding out those problem belief

lSee Donald Ary and others., Introduction to Research in Education
(Nev York: Holt, Rinehart and Hinstori, 1979) p. 1742See for example Myron Rush, Richer Relationships (ltiheaton,
Illinois: Victor Books, 1983).
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areas most in need of correction so that teaching subject matter may be
chosen accordingly.

As can be seen, the inventory may be quite a valu-

able tool for use in preventive, as well as corrective, marriage enricht:lent endeavors.

Ho-wever, before using this tool of measurement, the

user should be m,'are of the reliability and validity of the instrument.
Thus, research has been conducted to make this information available.
The PLlrpose of the MBl Research
The desire of the researcher is to construct the filEI and to produce evidence that gives support to the inventory's validity and reliability.

The Research Hypothesis is that the inventory ,nIl shO,7 itself

to be valid and reliable for its intended use.
If the

~llEI

demonstrates itself as a valid measuring device, one

can be more certain that it does indeed measure biblical versus unbiblical beliefs about marriage.

If the inventory is to be used with confi-

dence) such validity must be demonstrated.
To obtain essential validity assessments, a structured research
approach is necessary.

Such research should include a means of providing

validity related to the content of the measuring device.l

One may there-

fore ask if the belief statements of the MBI represent a balanced sampIing of those beliefs that are most conducive to marital discord.

In

this W2.y, the content of the MBl, as in any inventory, is built upon the
findi!lgs of theorists and researchers of human behavior.
Further validity may be obtained by conducting resea.rch which may
demonstrate a. meaningful relationship between inventory SCores and scores
lSee John Green, Introduction to Measurement and Evaluation
(NewYorJi:,: Dodd) Mead&Co., 1970), pp. 66-67.
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derived from measuring instruments of related variables. l

Evidence that

such a relationship exists would give criterion related validity to the
!vIS I .
Construct validity is also an area of concern.

Does the MBl

really measure beliefs or does it measure other variables such as values
or ideas?

In order for the

must, in fact, be a belief.

~IBI

to be valid, each inventory statement

Some criteria must therefore be presented

by which to define and distinguish between what is a belief and what is
not.

Inventory belief statements must meet this criteria.
That the inventory be a valid measurement tool is not the only

concern of MEl research.

Equally important is the matter of reliability.

To vlhat extent does measurement error influence r-ISl scores?

One way to

determine the amount of inconsistency within a measuring device is to
conduct an

eA~eriment

in which the inventory is given to the same sub-

jects at two different times

w~th

a week or two between testings.

Such

an examination of reliability is called test-retest reliability and is
useful in determining to what degree one may expect MEl test-retest
scores to be similar.

Of course, the higher the degree of similarity,

the more reliable the instrument would be. 2
Anothe:c factor of interest lies in the area of useability.
practical is the inventory for counselor use'?

\-Ie

Hm,'

are therefore inter-

ested in finding out how long it takes to administer the }'IBl, hOI., long
it takes to score it, and the cost involved.

The MBl must be compatible

'Iii th the amount of time and money a counselor would be willing to put
11"01'

further discussion of criterion relate6. validity) see Ary,

pp. 198-201.
2See Jum Nunally, Educational Measurement and Evaluation (New
York: McGra.w-Hill Book Co., 1972), pp. 108-109.
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forth for its use.
ifnat then is the purpose of MEl research?
duce evidence suggesting that the MEl

1) holds a substantial amount of

content; criterion and construct validity,
retest reliability, and

The goal is to pro-

2) contains significant test-

3) is a practical instrument.

In order to pro-

duce such research, it is necessary to first define those terms around
vhich the MBI is constructed.
Definition of Terms
The MBl is built upon certain assumptions regarding marital beliefs and their effect upon behavior.

In order to clarify the rational

basis or framework underlying the inventory's structure, certain basic
terms need to be defined.
will attempt to measure?
is

hj~othesized

First, what exactly is a belief that the

~ffiI

And second, what is a problem behavior which

as resulting from unbiblical beliefs?

Without going into lengthy detail, beliefs may be defined as
"inferences made by an observer about underlying states of e.:n.-pectancy. "1
Such beliefs are held a-t various levels of importance.

At the lowest

level., they may reflect a like or dislike, thus a preference.
many times ,,;hen I don I t like talking ,vi th my mate."

"There are

Wnen a belief is

held more strongly than a preference, yet not strong enmJgJ] to ahrays
effect related behavior it is a surface belief.
mate, I usually end up getting upset."

"T:Then I talk with my

Those beliefs that are held even

more strongly and al',;ays effect related behavior are root beliefs.
ting upset is detrimental to my being."
day to day and is easily influenced.

"Get-

A preference may change from

A surface level belief may change)

~uoted from Milton Rokeach, Beliefs Attitudes and Values (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass Inc., 1968), p. 2.
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but is not as likely to change as a preference.

A root belief, while

it can change, is usually supported by many surface level beliefs and
changes usually involve changing the supporting surface beliefs first.
Thus, changing root beliefs may take a considerable amount of time.
Based on the assumption that beliefs va~J in level of importance
to the individual and thus will effect behavior in varying degrees,~1

the

inventory should be designed to measure the degree to which each beltef
is held or not held.

It is important to realize, hOlo/ever, that the de-

gree to which a belief is held is not the only concern effecting construction of inventory statements.

It is essential that the I;rBI measure

only beliefs and not other variables.

For this reason, beliefs will be

compared to its close and often confused counterparts: values, attitudes
and motives.
Based upon analysis of the literature, the assumption is dra;,m
that beliefs, values, attitudes and motives are the make-up of cognitive
system,2 beliefs being the basis upon which values, attitudes and motives
are built.

Beliefs must therefore be seen as a function of a much larger

system, a system of cognition.

It is at this point that much conf\l.sion

exists as to what constitutes a belief.

A person may state that he or

she believes something to be true, but may be expressing';-a value,

'"I

believe that love is really important"; a motive, "I believe that if I
do ·;.;hat is right, I viII feel good about myself",: or an attitude J "I believe that g-uy is an e. . .;rful person."

Each value, motive and £l.ttit-;).ce may

easily be confused ",ith a belief because it is stated as a belief; yet
1

-'-For further support of this view, see Rokeach, pp. l-21.
o

'-Such a view is held by Jerry and Mary v./hite, Your Job, Survtval
or Satisfaction (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Pub. House, l~F(ir:-
pp. 67-75; See also Rokeach, pp. 1-124, passim.
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each only reflects variables produced by beliefs, and should not be confused with the belief itself. l

The beliefs underlying the above examples

of belief reflections are: "Love is the foundation of a good marriage,"
"Doing what is right will always make me feel good.
does hurts me."

If

and "'"That that guy

The inventory statements should therefore be belief

statements and not those values, motives and attitudes that are built
upon beliefs.
Ii' the inventory is to measure biblical versus unbiblical beliefs,

support for each belief should be derived from the Bible and those
rists which subscribe to a biblical view of behavior.

the~

To be consistent,

maladaptive behaviors should also be defined within the same context.
Pathology is therefore defined as any carried out behaviors "Thich deviate from the biblical norm:: or perhaps more precisely, any behavior that
is not in harmony with God's intentions and design for human function2
ing. ,3

Therefore, problem behaviors are those behaviors that result

from unbiblical beliefs as measured by the MEl.
~cllnmary

\~e

may conclude then, that the altering of belief systems is

foundational to effecting lasting marriage relationship changes; and that
such changes of belief need to be made in those areas causing the greates t amount of '21ari tal disharmony- finances) communication) fulfillment,
IFor furt.her support of this view see Paul Pruyser, "Psycholo-·
gical Roots and Branches of Belief," Pastoral Psychology 28 (Fall 1979):
8--20.

2T,{Q contemporary Christian theorists holding to this vie;'! 8.re
Charles R. Solomon, Handbook to Happiness: A Guide to Victoc'ious Living
and Effective Counseling (i·lheaton, Illinois: Tyndale House Pub. Inc .-,1971), pp. 17-77 passim; also Jay Adams, Competent, pp. 128-130.

3For biblical support of this view, see Romans 14:23 and Galatians
6:8.
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companionship and sex.

Furthermore, as an aid to finding areas of dis-

harmony within the marriage relationship, we hypothesize that the MEl
is a valid tool that vTill enable counselors to measure, with a significant degree of reliability, the amount of biblical versus unbiblical
beliefs that exist in a marriage relationship.

But what can be done to

determine whether or not the MEl is indeed a valid and reliable measuring instrument-?

CHAPrER II

MI\'PJUAGE BELIEFS INVENTORY RESEARCH

Assessing the credibility of the MEl demands extensive research
using a variety of procedures.

Face validity will be determined by

evaluation of the construction of the inventory; how'ever) an experimental procedure is explained which may reveal some criterion related va.lidity.

On the other hand, reliability measures will involve a controlled

experimental setting in which correlation coefficients of test-retest
scores may be

ac~uired.

First, to establish some degree of face validity, we will take
an overall look at the measuring devices.

w~at

things should we know

about their construction, administration and scoring'?
describe the sample population.

Second, we must

TJhat variables set the sample popula-

tion apart from the overall population'?

Third, we will describe those

specific experimental procedures used on the MEl.

Fourth and last, we

will describe and analyze the resulting experimental data.
Construction
'I':le H31 j.B composed of seventy-five belief statements of

hi.ch

1hT

the client is to indicate the degree to which he or she agrees or disagrees vith each statement.

An answer sheet with a four choice scale Ls

to be used by the client to select the answer that best describes how
strongly they believe or disbelieve each statement to be
sheet, in Appendix tyro).
21

(see answer
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w11en considering the use of the MEI (see sample copy in Appendix one) the following five questions may be asked about its validity.

1) \-There did all the belief statements come from?

statements themselves, actually beliefs1

2) Are the

3) Do the seventy-five belief

statements provide a balanced sampling of those beliefs most vital to a
harmonious marriage relationship?

4) Can the inventory be purchased,

completed and scored within reasonable limits of both time and money?

5) 'Ylhat are those built-in factors that contribute to greater face
validity"?
Origin of Belief statements
'V-lhere did all the belief statements come from?

Perhaps this

question may best be answered by looking at Appendix four, which gives
the theorist who supplied the related idea upon which each statement is
based.

Because the inventory is potentially designed to measure beliefs

in light of Christian principles, a scriptural basis for each statement is
also provided.

As one can see, the vast majority of the statements are

derived from research materials written by recognized, leading Christian
marriage theorists and counselors.

Further, bibliographical information

may be obt.ained from the bibliography.
The inventory is made up of five sub-sets, each sub-set consisting of belief statements in regard to the five already mentioned areas
of mB.rital discord.

There are fifteen statementG per sub-set.

During

initial stages of construction, 116 belief statements ;,7ere designed.
These statements were then given to Dr. Dave Miller and Dr. Phillip Captain, both Associate Professors of Psychology at Liberty Baptist College,
for comment and detailed analysis.

Each professor \,as given an ans;,rer

sheet with which the significance of the relationship between each belief
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statement, and its potential effect upon marital harmony ,.,as rated, (see
Appendix five fo:,:, a sample of professor inCl1~iries).

S1.1eh significanc'2

vras me2.sured by d.egrees on an ans,·jer sheet with a four choice

s(~ale.

Upon composing the final draft of the inventory, forty-one
statements given the lowest ratings were exclud.ed from the inventory.
1,{bile ther'e l.)'ere some disagreements of stgnifica.nce levels betveo;:;n the

prof'essor I s judgements of belie'f statements; those that varied more than
tventy-fi ve pe:rcent only totalled fifteen.

Most of those fifteen ..rere

excluded. from the inventory and those fe,·r that were not ',iere rearranged
as suggested by the professors.

Of the sevent.y-five stat.ements used,

all but sixteen \-iere rated as significant
professors.

Or

very

s::LgnH~icant

by both

Out of those sixteen, none were judg'=d as "very Sig,11if'icant"

and seven as "significant'" by' the other professor.

Those seven were

then exposed. to sentence structure changes as suggested by the profes··
Sors.

Belief Statements

.Are the inventory statements really belief statements?

As pre-

viously defined, beliefs of significance involye a state of expectation.

In other Imrds, a belie±' is formed about an e)..-pected cause or effect re-

ly a:::!:'ec-:"t, behavioI'al oU.tcome.
Close examiae:t5.on of the inventory, (see Appendix one)) '..rill indeed fulfi.ll tl':ose

5c.lJjl..~ct·I:\le re~l'Ltirements

fined. by this paper"

Upon careful

of belief c()rnpasitiort a,s c.e-

scr'U+~iny,

each belief statement may

be seen as involv:Lng a state of e:X'"Pectancy in aecordance v;:i.tb. "'hieh the
persan holding or not holding the named belief' is likely to act.
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But another question may be asked.

How can we be sure that the

statements do not state a held value, motive or attitude rather than a
belief?

The beliefs are distinguished from values in that they do not

rank the relative importance between two variables.

As previously dis-

tinguished, an attitude differs from a belief in that it involves a
feeling or disposition toward a person or object.

Inventory belief

statements are based upon states of expectancy. and upon careful analysis,
one may see that they do not reveal attitudes, but rather, that attitudes
may develop based upon the stated belief.

A motive is stated as a rea-

son, cause or purpose for exhibiting a particular behavior.

Here again,

inventory statements do not state the motivation behind any behavioral
outcome, but rather state beliefs that may be related to such motives.
The inventory statements are not values, attitudes or motives but may
be used with or as a supporting factor of associated values, attitudes
Or motives.
A Balanced Sampling
Do the seventy-five belief statements provide a balanced sampling
of those beliefs most vital to a harmonious marriage relationship?

The

MEl is built upon five sub-sets that reflect the five marriage areas
most susceptible to problems as previously stated.
are constructed to relate to each sub-set topic.

Fifteen statements
In this way, the in-

ventory is built upon a fair and balanced sampling of those areas most
susceptible to dysfunction.
Reliability Factors
There are several factors of test construction that effect the

r
I
f

J~
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reliability of a measuring instrument. l

During MEI construction the fol-

lowing steps were taken in order to eliminate such possible reliability
threats.
First, several belief statements were reversed.

This means that

some are good beliefs to have and that others are poor beliefs to have.
This helps to reduce the chances of participants figuring out what is
correct or incorrect and answering according to the pattern, rather than
what they actually believe.
Furthermore, statements from all the sections are mixed as a preventive measure to participants trying to figure out a pattern of thought,
which may influence answer choices.

It also lessens the chance of one

answering a belief about a subject matter so that it will be congruent
with the way other statements were answered.
The inventory is also designed with the least threatening statements first, with the more intimidating beliefs worked in toward the end
of the MEI.

The tendency is for a person to become more relaxed and less

offended or emotionally charged about the content of a statement as the
participant comes closer to completion.

In this way, emotional overtones

are less likely to cloud otherwise clear perceptions of belief statements.
The belief statements are all carefully planned so as to be brief,
clear,

understandabl~

and free from difficult words and technical jargon

that may be misunderstood.

If these conditions are not present, and

guessing of meanings occurs, one can assume that the test-retest reliability will be very 101-.'.
The length of the inventory is another critical factor in achieving high inventory reliability.
lSee Green, pp. 76-78.

The MEI is long enough -to give a wide
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range of possible soores, but not so long as to make the participant beCOme '..reary and unable to think clearly or become apathetic.
Administration
The administrator of the
and clear.

invento~J

is to make directions simple

If couples are taking the MEl, they are not to compare, dis-

cuss or observe their mate's answers.

Violations of this control may

result in tendencies toward centralization of married couples I scores,
causing inaccuracy and thereby lower the usefulness of the
its ability to measure incongruent beliefs between spouses.

invento~J

in

Answers are

to be given on the answer sheet only, with a circle place around the response that best describes the degree to which the client agrees or disagrees loTi th the belief statement.
Couples are to be encouraged to answer as honestly and quickly
as possible.

One may state,

est of confidence.

~This

inventory will be kept in the strict-

I will be the only one looking at it.

ventory, I want you to tell it like it really is.

On this in-

Don't worry about what

I will think about you when 1'm grading it, because I won't be thinking
that.

The purpose of this inventory is not to criticize what you be-

lieve, but rather to see what you believe and how those beliefs differ
from those of your mate.

The level of your honesty may verJ well deter-

mine the degree to which help may be given to make your marriage relationship to become all that it is intended to be.

You will have a.bout

twenty minutes to complete the inventory, so please move right along.'"
\~en

administering the MBI to a group, couples are to be in-

stru.cted not to place their names on the inventory.

This may help en-

courage honesty in answering those statements that one may otherwise be
inclined to flavor in pursuit of the administrator's acceptance.
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Scoring
Scoring is to be done by placing the score sheet directly under
the client's answer sheet

(see score sheet in Appendix three).

A neg-

ative number is to be placed beside each statement indicating the amount
that the answer deviates from the best possible choice.

For example, if

"d n is circled, a "0" or no negative value is assigned to that answer.
After grading all the answers, the number of negative values are
to be totalled and then subtracted from the 225 total possible points.
Thus, if the total of the negative values is -34, the inventory score
would be 191.

The lowest possible score "0" could be obtained if each

statement received a value of -3.
wnile assigning values to statement answers, beliefs may be identified by general topic.

This is to be done by code, placing the t,,{o code

letters beside each answer that deviates from the proper answer.

For ex-

ample, if statement number four was responded to with strong disagreement, (letter "an circled on answer sheet), the administrator would place
a FS -3 beside 8.ns'.ver number four.

Upon completion of the grading, all

the FS SCores i{ould be totalled, all the CP scores totalled and so on.
The client's belief areas thus categori:r;ed may be put into order of highest negative SCore

(that sub-set receiving the highest negati.ve score)

to lowest negative SCore
score).

(that sub-set receiving the lowest negative

For example, the follOlving totalled sub-set Scores:

FS -3, CP

-15, S -18, FT -27, and CN -10, would be placed in the folloioTin,;; order;
FT -27, S -18, CP -15, CN -10 and FS -3.

Code abbreviations Hre ex-

plained at the bottom of the score sheet

(see Appendix three).

then assume that the client's weakest area of belief
fulfillment, second weakest about sex, etc.

One may

is the area of
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A further scoring process may reveal
held between spouses.

incong~~ities

in beliefs

After initial grading, one answer sheet is to be

placed under the spouses' answer sheet.

Deviation values are to be placed

on a separate sheet of paper along with code of sub-set in identical manner to grading the answer sheets.

Total negative values of each belief

area are again placed in order from highest negative value to lowest,
thus revealing which belief area may contain the greatest amount of incongruity, as well as revealing the overall amount of differences in beliefs

existing between the couple.
The Questionnaire
The questionnaire is a brief, self analysis measuring instrument

designed for use in a correlational study between 1161 scores and questionnaire scores

(see sample questionnaire in Appendix six).

The pur-

pose of this study is to assess the criterion validity of the ~ffi1 by
shm<Ting the relationship between scores.
The questionnaire has a four choice scale per variable measured.
The participant is to rate the quality of their marriage in each of the
five areas measured by the MET.

This instrument is designed to be taken

with the inventory for experimental procedures and needs no special instructions.

Scoring is done simply by subtracting one point f0r each

number that the circled number deviates from the
scale.

"4" on each variable

This total value is to be subtracted from fifteen, the total

number pOSSible, thus giving the questionnaire score.
For example, if the 1 is circled for the first variable of
finances, a -3 would be attributed to that sub-set.

If then, a 3 is

circled for the second variable of communication, a -1 would be attributed to that sub-set and so forth for all five sub-sets.

Then all five
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sub-set scores are to be totalled and subtracted from fifteen.

One can

easily see that the questionnaire measures the same areas as does the
MEl, only by a different variable, a variable of self rated marriage
quality.
Useability
Can the inventory be purchased, completed and scored within reasonable limits of both time and money?
an inexpensive measuring device.
two, 11 x 17 papers.
page, ~ x 11 copies.

The inventory is designed to be

The original copies were typed upon

These were then processed onto the finished twoThe answer sheet is on one ~ by 11 sheet.

Once

enough inventories are purchased to cover a maximum group size, the only
necessary purchase becomes one answer sheet per participant, as the inventory may be used many times over.
The inventory is also designed to be taken rapidly.

This is

achieved by keeping the belief statements clear, precise and to the
point.

They are mostly statements that take little thought to answer,

as they are beliefs that the clients are usually well aware of.

Scoring

is also a fast process, as the scoring sheet is simply placed under the
participant's answer sheet and deviations from the key are easily spotted
and marked.

vmen several answers vary from the best possible choice, it

does present the possibility of additional errors, but when that many
points are missed, errors of this kind are expected to have little influence upon the interpretation of inventory SCores.
Summary
Several processes have been employed in the construction of the
MEl which suggest that the MET is a valid measuring tool of biblical
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versus unbiblical marriage beliefs.

First, the inventory belief state-

ments have been chosen in regard to teachings of the Bible and Christian
marriage therapists.

Furthermore, belief statements under..rent examina-

tion by Christian professors of psychology.

Inventory statements also

appear to be expectancy related, thus constituting beliefs rather than
other variables.

Third, the fifteen statements making up each of the

five inventory sub-sets

provide evidence that the MBI contains a bal-

anced sampling of problem producing marriage beliefs.
It is hypothesized that the MEl will at least have a low to moderate correlation with the questionnaire.
the

~IDI

If such a correlation exists,

will have at least some criterion related

vali~ity.

The null

hypotheSiS is that no correlation exists between the two measuring
instruments.

It is further hypothesized that test-retest scores of the

MEl will. be moderate to high.

If such a correl.ation exists: the MBI

will have significant test-retest reliability.

The null hypotheSis is

that no correlation exists between test and retest SCores.
Experimental procedures are thus ready to be conducted on a sample group to determine reliability and validity factors of the MEI.

CHAPrER III
EXPERIMENTAL PROCESSES AND FINDINGS
The MBI has been developed with an emphasis placed upon creating
a measuring instrument with significant validity and reliability.

Upon

completion, the MEl underwent certain experimental procedures to put its
content to test.
Exactly what procedures were employed in the experiments and what
do the findings indicate7

Furthermore, what is the value of the findings

to the field of research?

First we will discuss the experiment itself.

Experimental Procedures
Experimental procedures involve three main tasks: selection of a
sample group, the conducting of the experiment and deriving statistical
data.

Care must be given to insure that a sample is chosen from which

generalizations can be drawn about the population of interest.

Once the

sample is chosen, experimental conditions must be carefully controlled
so that scores are not influenced by extraneous variables.

Following the

experiment, statistical procedures relating to the research questions are
to be completed and results described.

First we will give a detailed

description of the group of subjects chosen for the experiment.
The Sample
vlliat are the distinguishing characteristics of the chosen sample
and why was such a sample chosen?

Furthermore, what effects may this
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sample have upon the range of scores1
Because the

invento~J

is designed to be used by Christian coun-

selors and one may assume that the majority of clients seen by such counselors are Christians, the sample group was chosen accordingly.

Married

couples who attend the Couples Bible Class of Thomas Road Baptist Church
in Lynchburg, Virginia, were therefore chosen as the sample.
Class members were given the MEl with its corresponding questionnaire during a regular scheduled Sunday School class hour, on January

8, 1984, and again, one week later, on January 15, 1984.
jects took the inventory both times.

Sixty-one sub-

Ages varied from 20 to 51.

The

duration of marriages likewise varied from short term (1 year) to long
term (32 years), thus providing at random, a rather large range of marriage terms.
Certain commonalities mark the sample group as
other population samples.

disti~ct

from

First of all, the class is a function of a

fundamental Baptist church.

It can be assumed, therefore, that the vast

majority of couples attending such a class would have basic beliefs that
would be rather homogeneous, and especially so in the area of religious
dogmas.

Such a conclusion may further be drawn from the fact that nearly

eighty-percent of class members have been, or presently

ar~

involved in

some way with Liberty Baptist College whose doctrinal persuasions are
held by all who teach there.
Because in many respects the sample group is homogeneous, especially in religiously oriented beliefs, the range of

invento~J

scores is

hypothesized to be about thirty-percent of the full range of scores possible.

Furthermore, because for the most part sample group beliefs are

likely to be biblical, the range of scoreS is also hypothesized to be in
the upper side

(112-225)

of the total possible range of scores (225).
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The Experiment
During the first administration of the

invento~J

couples were

each handed an envelope containing two inventories, anSHer sheets and
Cluestionnaires.

All materials 'VJere numbered, including an extra number

on a piece of paper for partiCipants to keep for obtaining score results
later.

Couples received the same numbers distinguished only by an "W'

or !IIF" following the nu:nber so that genders could be separated for sta·.
tistical procedures.
Subjects were instructed to keep their number tags in safe keeping and then to spread out to avoid temptations to compare ideas about
belief statements.

As instructions were given, subjects were encouraged

not to spend long periods of time analyzing statements, but rather to
answer spontaneOUSly_

During the alloted time of twenty minutes, all but

a fe ;l subj ects completed the MEl.
1

Upon completion, partners were to place inventories and Cluestionnaires back into the envelopes and return them to the ushers.

Procedures

',rere follovled identically the following week, except that couples were

instructed to place their identification number on both the inventory and
questionnaire.

Also, the alloted time was cut to fifteen minutes.

number of incomplete inventories did not significantly change.

The

i-lith

identification numbers nOl., present on both first and second testings}
scores could be identified for correlation procedures.
Inventories and questionnaires were then graded according to
scoring procedures described in this paper.

Scores were then used in

statistical procedures to determine experimental outcomes.
a report of those findings.

Following is

The Results
Subject's first test Scores were correlated \·rith second test
SCores using the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient formula.
The Pearson was also determined for each of the five sub-sets.
tionnaire scores were then correlated with
same formula.

invento~J

Ques-

scores using the

Results are as follows.
f.'lBI TEST-RETEST DATA

Testing

Number
of
Subjects

Range
of
Scores

Possible
Score
Range

Mean

Standard
Deviation

TES'f

61

72

225

174.8

16.8

RETEST

61

75

225

171

22.4

The ranges of scores were very similar, both falling on the high
side of the possible range (137-209 test, 136-211 retest) as hypothesized,
(see fre~uency distribution, Appendix seven).
also very close.

The two mean scores were

Similarity of both ranges and means suggest that 1'e-

sponses changed very little.
test-retest scores1

But what about the stability of individual

The following correlational data reveal

the degree

and direction of the relationship between test and retest scores for
overall test scores as well as for the five sub-set scores.
MBI COR'iEIJI.TION DATA
Combined
Scores

Finances

Communication

Companionship

Sex

Fulfillment

·702

.679

.664
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The combined Pearson

(.76) is higher than most of the subsets

because the combined inventory contains many more belief statements (75)
than do the subsets (15 each).

The reliability of a test increases as

the number of test items are increased. l
The subsets of finances and companionship have a high correlation while the other subsets have a mOderate-high correlationj however,
feii overall differences exist bet"lieen the correlations.
The Pearsons betiieen questionnaire scores and filBT scores was
low positive (r=.43).

This correlation, though low, does show that some

relationship exists betvTeen couple I S inventory scores and MBT scores. 2
We nOli have sufficient data from which to suggest certain conclusions about the MBT.
What do the Findings Indicate!
Raving obtained needed statistical data, we may now answer our
research questions and interpret our findings.
questions.

\'le

asked the follo"liing

First, is there a relationship between test and retest scores

and, if so, how strong is that relationship!

1,'ie

also asked, Is there a

relationship between MBT scores and questionnaire scores, and, if so,
how strong a relationship?

The experimental hypothesis is that there is

no relationship between either sets of scores.
The null hypothesis is rejected since the Pearson product moment
correlation coefficient revealed a high positive correlation (t.76) at
lSee Ary, p. 215.
2For formulas used to compute Pearsons and standard error of
measurement see Ary, Research, pp. 116-119, 217-218.

a .01 level of significance for the test-retest reliability.l
that beliefs as held by individuals are rather stable over
time) existing error variance is due to random error.

2.

Assuming
period of

B1..1.t just ho\·r much

error may be eX'llected to exist in MBl scores'.?
From the population sample, vIe may determine the standard error
of measurement by multiplying the standard deviation (16.8) by the sClu8.re
root of error variance

8.2. 2

(.49). From this we obtain a standard error of

We may infer, therefore, that t"\w-thirds of the time, individual

retest scores may deviate from first test Scores by not more than eight
points.

A retest score deviating by more than sixteen points from the

first test score would only occur five times out of a hundred.

Future

HBl scores may be expected to have similar, but probably not higher,
measurement errors.

The sample population was

~uite

homogeneous and,

therefore, likely represents a narrow range of scores; thus, a lower
correlation and standard measurement error.
\-le

may conclude then, that because of the high Pearson correla-

tion beti'leen test and retest scores, the likelihood of a great amount
of measurement error occurring in a given inventory SCOre is small, but
,vhat about the low correlation between HEI Scores and

~uestionnaire

scores'?
Several factors rJay attribute to this lov correlation.

For ex-

ample, it ma.y be that the 10vT correlation is a reS1J.lt of the design of
the MEl to measure potential problem producing beliefs.

These beliefs

mayor may not have effected behavioral responses depending uJJon ",hether
IFor interpretation of correlations see Dennis Rirlkle, 'Vlilliaru
1,hersma and Steven Jurs, Basic Behavioral Statj.stics (Boston: Roughton/
Mifflin Co., 1982), p. 110.
searc~,

2 For standard error of measurement error formula. see Ary, Rep. 217.
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Or not circumstances have been such to provide the opportunity.
one's view of the

~uality

Hence,

of their marriage may be dependent upon the

existence of problem behaviors as they result from held beliefs.

The:re-

fore, it is possible that only a part of a participant's unbiblically
held beliefs have been "tapped" so as to result in marital disharmony.
This may lead subjects to rate the
~uite

~uality

of their marriage

high, even while holding many unbiblical beliefs.

Howeve:r, further

research needs to be conducted to see if such may be the case.
Another issue of conCern was the practical useability of the
for counselors.

The instrument takes only ti-lenty minutes to administer

and about five minutes to SCOre.
the answer sheet

~ffiI

Its cost, the mere cost of a copy of

once the belief statement part of the MEl has been

purchased, is minimal.
Because one of the inventory's uses was suggested to be its ability to measure the differences in biblically held marriage beliefs bet.Teen couples, obtaining a sample mean of deviations of t.'ffiI scores between married partners becomes important.

Therefore, the sum total of

all the deviations between couples who took both the test and retest
were divided by the number of couples

(34),

which gives a mean score of

17.38 and a standard deviation of 10.63.
One may compare the deviations beti-leen couples scores of future
test participants, i-lith the mean score of the sample group and determine
hmr many standard deviations they vary from the norm of a sample group
of Christian couples.

For example, if a couple's deviation between

r~I

ScoreS was 35, (husband 116, wife 151) one may quickly see that they -were
over three standard deviations from the sample population mean; thus,the
chances of one of the couples in the sample population receiving such a

SCore would be about one in a hundred.
We now have a highly useable marriage inventory which appears
to measure biblical versus unbiblical held marriage beliefs with not only
some degree of face and content validity, but also with a high level of
test-retest reliability.

The value of such an instrument is not limited

to just counselor use, but extends as well to the field of research.
There is a need, however, for further research to be done with the MEl
to determine other kinds of validity as well as other types and improvement of reliability.
Further Research
Though some validity and reliability tests have been conducted,
much research is left to be done.
the

~iffil

What further research questions about

could be studied; and furthermore, now that we have a somei.,rhat

valid and reliable instrument to measure biblical versus unbiblical held
beliefs, what other kinds of research may be done using the l¥ffiI'.?
First we are interested in finding out whether or not the riffiI
has internal consistency reliability.

One may therefore ask if there is

a high intercorrelation between subsets.
types of belief statements measured1

Or, is the MEl homogeneous in

Such internal consistency may be

measured by using the Kuder-Richardson formula 20 (KR 20).1

Deleting

those statements that have the greatest amount of variances between test
and retest scores would create a higher correlation.
Another

w~y

different sample.

to increase test-retest reliability is by testing a
One could expect that the degree of correlation WOQLd

go up if the inventory were administered to a less homogeneous group.
IFor this formula see Ary, Research, p. 214.
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Score ranges would probably broaden thus shoving an increase in the
test-retest reliability correlation.
Further criterion related validity may be tested by correlating
the MBI "lfith other measuring instruments such as the
tal Adjustment Scales. l

Locke-~,!allace

Mari-

If the MEl measures problem beliefs that reSLu_t

in maladjustment, a high correlation should exist between the
A similar s·tudy could be done with

MOI{!

t~o

tests.

s Marriage Inventory

"\{hich measures problem areas of marriages by identifice.tion of behaviors.2

If a high correlation exists, derived evidence could support the

assumption that there is a strong relationship between unbiblically held
beliefs and problem behaviors. 3
Further testing of criterion related validity may be done by administering the MEl in conjunction "I,ri th tests that measure variables related to MEl subsets.

For exam:ple, tiffiI subset scores of communication

may be correlated

Bienuem's Marital Communications

~~th

Invento~J)

or,

IvlBI subset scores of fulfillment may be correlated with HcDemart I s Mar-

riage Expectation Inventory Form II. 4

High correlations ,,,,auld suggest

that the beliefs measured by the subsets are indeed beliefs related to
the area of subset measurement.
These studies are recommended as a means of making available
lH.J. Locke and Kim \'Jallace, "ShClrt Marita.l Adjustment and. Prediction tests ~ their Reliability .and validity" ~larriage and FamEy Living

21 (1959):251-255.
r'\

inventClry may be obtained from Family Life Publications,
Salvda, North Carolina.
c This

3Such an assumption is held by theorists such as Charles Solomon .•
Handbook and Jay Adams) The Christian Counselor's Manual (Phillipsburg,
Ne',T Jersey: Presbyterian and Reformed Pub. Co.) 1901 )-.4These inventories may be obtained from Family Life Publicat.ions
Salvda, North Carolina.

\
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additional information concerning both the validity and reliability of
the

~ffiI

and the behavioral

theo~J

it is built upon.

\

CONCLUSION AND Swvll-1i'I.RY
This study was conducted for three major reasons.

First, to de-

termine why some theorists posit beliefs to be the most important determinant of the quality of marriage relationships.
kind of beliefs effect marital harmony.

The~to

discover what

Finally, in order to measure

those beliefs, the researcher constructed an

invento~J,

for which tests

were designed to obtain validity and reliability assessments.
Belief based cognitive theorists have developed their approach
to human behavior upon two basic directions of psychological thought.
Strict behavioralists hold that all actions are learned responses to
given stim.uli.

The belief based cognitive theorists, while accepting

suppositions of stimulus effect upon a given response, place beliefs as
a middle link, thus being the real determinant of behavior.
evidence generally coincides with their conclusions.

Experimental

Thus, an instrument

for measuring problem producing marriage beliefs becomes highly necessarJ.
To produce such an instrument, however, one must determine which
beliefs contribute to the dysfunction of a marriage.

From a Christian

perspective, any beliefS held in contradiction to biblical truth are problem producing.

But) to find the general areas of marital disharmony ,.re

look to the theorists.

Contemporary marriage theories, when combined

,,,i th evidence dravm from research studies, seem to indicate that marriage
malfunction occurs from problems in five basic areas: finances, fulfillment, communication, companionship and seX.

Thus, an inventorJ designed

to measure unbiblical marriage beliefs should include a balanced sampling
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of beliefs that are related to the five problem areas.
Once constructed) experimental research ,ms conducted on the MEl.
A high positive correlation was found between test; and retest SCores suggesting a high reliability factor.

A low positive correlation behreen

questionnaire SCores and .MBl SCores indicates a 1m·; relationship between
biblical marriage beliefs and self rated marriage quality.

Further re-

search involving other related criteria is recommended as well as reliability tests involving other experimental samples.
'tIe conclude that having been given content and face valia.ity

assessments, and achieving a high reliability correlation) the fiIBl may be
used with some degree of confidence by counselors and researchers who
are interested in measuring biblical verSUS unbiblical held beliefs about
marriage.

\\
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1.

ParnJn02~

thinp

2.

in

t~~:IS

Eusba~ds

marrj~ge

on

th~ir

is kn0win~
mind.

t~at yn~r

are to be the main provider

":). !rhe rno-:.~e wealth one ac;uiTEs,

t~e

~f

mate

trust:~

~·[)U

r~oug~

t~

7e:~

y: ..

2~y

finances for tha family.

more secure he becomC:-9 fil13.Dcia11y.

4. Ne matte~ how bad I want something, I should always
my mate does not want me to.

refrai~

from

~Ilrc~a~inf

5. Romance is only for the first part of marriage ane is to be grown out of
as the~uration of the marriage increases.

it i~

g~adually

6. Doing things to make my mate happy requires more effort than it is werth.

7. All men are egotists seeking control and domination of women.
8. Attacking another person's character should be used to win an argument o;:2.y
else fails.

whEe!!

a::'l

9. Members of the opposite sex are impcssible to understand.
10. It is ~TO!!g to enjoy having sex with my mate.
11. A meek, affectionate,

gentle husband is not very masculine.

12. Marriage is for a lifetime.

13. It is impossible for our relationship to ever improve.
14. All fina!!cial problems can be solved by obtaining more money.

15. It takes a tremendous

amo~~t

of effort for any marriage to work.

16. Love always comes easy and natural.

17. The disciplining of children should be a shared responsibility.
18. A good mar:riage begins wit:" a termination of dependence

UPGn

parents.

1Q. Husbands are to prcvide leadership for the home.
20. The sexual rel2.tionship sh::JUld never be used as a tool of manipulatior:.

2i.

I~

is Deet foy a

co~?ie

not to discuss those

thi~gs

they disagree on.

22. If we d~ no"";; eventuallY have enou2'!l money to no"': have tc st:--uggle tJ m2k~ er.:.,j.s rrl~:=t,
it is a sure sign that' we are doing sor:e--::hing wrC'!:g in the area cf fir.s':!::e:::.

23. It is very important to give money to worthy causes whether it looks li~e we can
afford i~ or nat.

24. One of the roles of a woman is to be a keeper of the home.
25. Sex is more a bother than enjoyment.

2E. Eow and when we say things is as important as what we say.
27. I'm su:re I could have a much better marriage relationship if I diverced and re:na:':::ie·:!..
2.'3. Financial difficulties can be very beneficial for building marriage un! ty.
2g. Budgets are a must for handling finances properly.

30. LavinE
ret

crn.

one~

mate is choosing to supply their needs without expecting anything in

3"1. I would rath8r spend time with my mate than anyone else in the world.
32. Good sex takes a let of time.
33. Knowledge and co~side~ation of male, fem&le differences is important for mlJtual

fulfillment in sexual relations.
34. It is g:Jod to share the faults of one e Glete with close f::-iends so one does no'];
have to hold in all the accorir~anying pressures and frustrations ..
35. My mate's abilities in the area of making wise financial choices are pocr.
_ ;6 .. Inti:n:L"""'Y in rrarriage is 8,=ir.g able to tell you.:" mate exactly how vou :eel a"':Jout
scmethir!g '!'Vi t~10'Jt having to be ccrlcerne~ a.bout be::'r~g attacked ve:'oally.

37. ~~an'.l?l sr:;xual stimulaticn iE WTvng even wi trlin tn!? marriage Tel&ticnsr:i~ ..
38. Cine ~},ct::l.d help th.:::Lr mats- tc: re:'ay :.:nJ,;! nc~t.!2:?t? in!-c.rmatic,n T.,: ether.? ~y c~:lici.:~ y
C0I!'~~:~r;g aTIyth~~ff the~ know is ~C~ ~r~2.

4(;. rrival"'Y is necessary for mL.tua"l sexLial

41. Men

s~ould

gratiftc3tlc'!:~

lead the heme because they Cire bette::"

qllCl:

42. It is okay for females to be sexually aggressive
dc·

ified to d:· so.

w~thin

Women are to be actively invc,lved in all major decis:on

the marria£e
makin~

relatians~t~.

-srocesses.

44. Real marital satisfaction comes by giving your mate your consistent support.
45. Sex outside of marriage is not harmful to the marriage relaticnshin provided it is
mutually agreed upon.
46. Financial happiness comes as a result of using all of one's meney fer God's purposes.
47. When your mate hurts your feelings, it is best not to tell them about it a3 it
usually only makes the situation worse.
48. A person ought to tell their mate how much they lcve them all the time.
4Q. Good sex can occur only when each partner places th" others needs before t1:ei.r

[,'o'n.

50. Most women are aroused and stimulated faster than most men.
51. Proper communicating takes a lot of effort.
52.

~~at

I say to my mate makes little difference to our marriage relationship.

53. One must be wealthy in order to have a lot of influence and power cn cthers.
54. It is impossible to get ahead financially by working for someone else.
55. Mutual sexual fulfillment begins with affection, kindness and romance.
56. I often know what my mate is going to say before they finish and therefore it
often helps save time to answer before they are finished speaking.
57. Satisfaction in marriage comes by using ones time and money tc help make their mate
happy.
58. Communication in marriage is only for discussing

..

cq
.)

p~cblems.

It is im~ossible to have a good marriage relationship when there is a
ouiniens.

differ~nce

of

60. Arguments are won enly by force:'ul and aggressive s-;,eech.

61. Sexual intercourse is the best ... ay to work out marital tensions.
62. There are some things that my mate always does that I can not stand.

63. Sacrificing my time and money tc give someone else what thy need makes me a hapuier
person than using my time and money to fulfill my wants.
64. One should seek to resolve hurt feelings as soon as possible after they

C"cCIJ.T.

65. Both husband and wife are to submit to each other.
66. Successful sex for women usually begins wi th a mental satisfacti:m cf the total
setting ef intimacy surrounding their marriage.
67. If my abilities in the area of finances are not always superior to my mace's, my
mate will no longer respect me.
68. One should let other people say bad things about their mate cnI:; when they

aD~

t1'[1":,

6°. Most people are open and tell exactly what is going on inside of them.
70. A husband should demand respect for his authority in erder to effectively l,,:ad the
horne.
71. Sexual satisfaction only comes when one knows chey gave their mate an
72. ('ne ml).st be committed to never divorcing in order
ship.

tG

r.a-ve

a

seCUTe

~njoyablE

marriage

:ime.

r~l"tic:r,

73. :!'OQ much openn'9Ss and hor!eaty in a marriage C3.n C.~US8 r€:21 trc.'uble, so it .is best t~·
wnrk at being tactful and at trying to say what the other cersen would li~e tc hear.
7/~.

TherE' is

7C:

::1':(:'

2.

UEU2.1:y

;--!.q~..12r:'~i;'

lim]

1:;

p"r::..\.~2

triL;'~2

to how n:ur;h

OIle

s}lonld fc!".sive

!iiOre c:at.\;·:r";:::'"'t.:C!l out cf
C(>.::-- -;::--"':1 ':f..'J'v"--:::.

ti\2~r

[2~t:ir:f

mate.

:;~':":-:F-!~

for

t~,:·:..!"

~8"'::~:'

T~rt·::,r.

":.:1
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ANS\-lER SHEET

Please circle the letter that best describes how strongly you
agree or disagree with each belief statement.

-

a

strongly disagree

b

- disagree

c - agree

d

- strongly

agree

l. a b c d

26. a b c d

5l. a b c d

2. a b c d

27· a b c d

52. a b c d

3· a b c d

28. a b c d

53· a b c d

4. a b c d

29· a b c d

5~-. a

5· a b c d

30. a b c d

55. a b c d

6. a b c d

3l. a b c d

5'o. a

b c d

7· a b c d

32. a b c d

57·

b c d

8. a b c d

33· a b c d

58. a b c d

a b c d

34. a b c d

59· a b c d

10. a b c d

35· a b c d

60. a b c d

ll. a b

d

36. a b c d

0.1..

12. a b c d

37· a b c d

62. a b c d

13· a b c d

38. a b c d

6")..)

14. a b c d

39· a b c d

61~ .

15. a b c d

40. a b c d

65. a b c d

16. a b c d

4l. a b c d

66. a b c d

17· a b c d

42. a b c d

67· a b c d

18. a b c d

43. a b c d

GD~

19· a b c d

44. a b c d

69. a b c d

20. a b c d

4-5. a b c d

70, a b c d

0..I

•

C

/",

B.

b c d

a b c d

.a

b c d

a b c d

a b c d

21~

a

b c d

46. a b c d

71 .

2';)

a b c d

47. a b c d

72. a b c

23· a. b c d

48. a b c d

'73· a

24. a b c d

49· a b c d

74. a b c d

25· a b c d

50. a. b c d

75. a b c d

52

0.

b e d

b

d

c d.

APPEI'IDIX THREE

SftJilPLE OF MBI SCORING SHEET

53

SCORE SHEET
Please circle the letter that best describes how strongly you
agree or disagree vli th each belief statement.
a - strongly disagree

b - disagree
26. abc

a b c@

(FT)

27 . @ b

3./aib c d

(FS)

28. abc

2.

',-"

4. abc (d')
(FS)
'-./

5.@b c d
6. (a)b c

c - agree

®

c d

@)

d - strongly a.gree

(CN)

51. abc @) (CN)

(FT )

52.~!b

d.

(en)

ra bed

(FS )

(!

(FS )

29. abc @) (FS)

54 .

l

''-_/

/_ ....\

(CP)

55.

a b c:~)

d

(cp)

31. abc (d)
( Cp)
\.....-.

56.@bcd.

7.(~b c d

(FJ')

32. a b c(~ (S)

57 •

8. (a')
bed
'...

(CI'J)

9.{~b
c d
,---,,/

(CrT)

'~

~'

~-

10.(aib

',._"

c d

59.~b c d

(CP)

(FS)

60Ja;occl

( Cr;)

abc,,_/
d: (CN)

61. (.;;."
bed
\-?

(3)

(S)

62 .~)
/\.0 c d

(Cp)

38. ~, bed

(Crn

63.

39. ~)b c d

(FS)

64. a b

(cp)

40. abc rd)

(S )

65. a b

(FT )

(FT)

66. a b

(S)

12. a b erd;
(FT)
1,.-",'

37.

@b

c

d
<l

@) b

c d

'...........

(cp)

16.(a)bccl
'~,

17·
18.
19.

(FT)

42. a b c;di (s)

(F'T j

43.

abc d

(FT)

_/

-\

20. abc ( d!

a

b

c(d'.';

(FS)

(FS)

'---/

b c:di (FT)
.,.'

'-'

/---',

,r'--.,

a

,'CP'I'

(CN)

34.

/~.

(FS)

/d--\
c(~)

(CP)

36.

i ___...,

'0

(eN)

d

(FT)

14.(~1 bed

a

58'l~)b c

(S)

11./a ib c d

(s)

,,""\

(S )

68. (~\ bed

(cp)

69.

ab c d

(eN)

70. ::~\ bed

(F'T)

'-./

(CN)
/"-\

22.; a

\~/

"

,0

c d

46.

,r,\

abc \9:,) (FS )

(eIn

(FS)

48. abc (~'1

230 abc (d>
',,-~/

,
c[d)
,

'''-./

(FT)

49.

(S)

50.Gb c

abc d
d

71. abc@) ( S )

72.
73·

'b c~·

(0)
,,\

(S)

(en)
(cp)

75. a

b

APPENDIX FOUR
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IvlBI

BELIEF STATEMENT

#

SUPPORTING THEORIST

SUPPORTING
SCRIPTURE

FINANCES
L~:25

3

The more i·realth one acquires J the more
secure be beomes financially.

Erickson, Society.

Eph.

4

No matter hOi{ bad I \-Tant something, I
should refrain from purchasing it if my
mate does not I{ant me to.

Lahaye, Married p. 28

Amos 3:3

14

All financial problems can be solved by
obtaining more money.

Gothard, Financial pp. 242245.

I Pet. 3:7

22

If 'YTe do not eventually have enough money
to not have to struggle to make ends meet,
it is a sure sign that we are doing something ,{rong in the area of finances.

Gothard, Financial pp. 20,
33,92.

Jas. 2:5, Provo
22:2, Ps. 66:12

23

It is very important to give money to worthy causes "Thether it looks like we can
afford it or not.

Burkett, Money pp.

Vl

U\

83-8L~.

Luke 6:38
Prov. 11:24
Prov. 3:9-10

Gothard, Financial.

Heb. 12:5-11

Budgets are a must for handling finances
properly.

Fooshee, I Do.

Prov. 27:23

mate's abilj.ties in the area of making
vise f'j.nancia1 choices are poor.

Olthuis, Pledge p. 36

Provo 24:6
I Cor. 13:7

28

, Financial difficulties can be very bene\ ficia1 for building marriage unity.

29
35

My

39

Record keep1ng 1s not an 1mportant part
of family financial ma.tters.

Burkett, Money p. 84

!~6

Financial happiness comes as a result of
using all of one's money for God's purposes.

Gothard, Financial p.

53

One must be wealthy in order to have a lot
of influence and power on others.

Gothard, Financial.

Matt. 8:20

54

It is impossible to get ahead financially
by ",orking for someone else.

Gothard, Financial p. 10.

Duet. 8:17-18
Prov. 28:22

63

Sacrificing my time and money to give someone else what they need makes me a happier
person than uSing my time and money to fulfill my ,·mnts.

Gothard, Financial p. 38.

Is. 55:9

67

If my abilities in the area of finances are
not ahlays superior to my mate's, my mate
'viII no longer respect me.

Miles, Equality pp. 41-42.

Rom. 12:10
Eph. 4:2

75

One usually gets more satisfaction out of
getting things for their mates than by
acquiring things for themselves.

Wheat, Love Life.

Acts 20:35

Vl

---l

\.

Provo 27:23
!~5.

Matt. 6:33
Matt. 5:6
Provo 29:18

FULFILLMENT
3l:l3-l!~

2

Husbands arE: to be the main prov1der of
finances for the family.

Cooper, Husband pp. 71-76.

Provo

7

All men are egotists seeking control and
domination of ",omen.

Miles, Equality.

I Cor. 13

11

A meek, affectionate, gentle husband is not
very masculine.

Collins, Sexuality p. 57

Ps. 37:11
Jer. 9:24

12

Marriage is for a lifetime.

1,'lbeat, Love Life p. 36-38.

I Cor. 7:10

17

The disciplining of children should be a
shared responsibility

Dobson,

pp. 157-170.

Epb. 6:4
Titus 2:4-5

18

A good marriage begins with a termination

l,n1eat, Love Life p. 27

\~omen

Gen. 2:24

of dependence upon parents.

61-69·

I Tim. 3:12

19

Husbands are to provide leadership for
the home.

Cooper, Husband pp.

2L~

One of the roles of a woman is to be
keeper of the home.

McCary, Sexual p. 250

Titus 2: 5

27

I'm sure I could. have a much better marriage relationship if I divorced and remarried.

Dobson, Family.

I Cor. 7:11
Mark 10:4-

41

Men should lead the home because they are
better qualified to do so.

Miles , Equality.

Eph. 5:21
Gen. 1:27, 5:1-2

43

"Homen are to be actively involved in all
major decision making processes.

Miles, Equality pp.

Real marital satisfaction comes by giving
your mate your consistent support.

MacArtbur, Family pp. 13-15.

Provo 29:18
I Cor. 7:3

65

Both husband and ,"ife are to submit to
each other

Miles, Equality p. 31.

Eph.

70

A husband should demand respect for his

Miles, Equality pp. 51-52.

Epb. 4:2
I Pet. 3:7

V1

co

/
4L~

/

authori-ty in order to lead the home.

49-50.

I Sam. 2:3-18

5

~
2

.

.

One must be committed to never divorcing
in order to have a secure marriage relationship.

Wheat, Love Life p. 38

Gen. 1:27, 2:24
t-1att. 19:8

COMMUNICATION

1

Happiness in marriage is knowing that
your mate trusts you enough to tell you
anything that's on their mind.

Erickson, Society.

Eph. 4:25

8

Attacking another person's character
should be used to win a argument only
'.{hen all else fails.

vllieat, Pleasure p. 134.

Prov. 15:1

9

Members of the opposite sex are impossible to understand.

Vright, Communication.

Jms. 1:19

21

It is best for a couple not to discuss
those things they disagree on.

Small, I do p. 144.

Provo 12:22

26

How and vThen we say things is as important as vTha t '.{e say.

SWindoll, Original pp. 99-

Ecc. 3:7

34

It is good to share the faults of one's
mate vIi th close friends so one does not
have to hold in all the accompanying
pressures and frustrations.

S"I-lindoll, Original pp. 109110.

Provo 11:13
Provo 25:9

36

Intimacy in marriage is being able to tell
your mate exactly hOyT you feel about something "I{ithout having to be concerned about
being attacked verbally.

PO\{ell, Secret pp. 160-185.

Provo 15:1

\.n

\D

111.

38

One should help their mate to relay only
accura:te information to others by Cluickly
correc'Ung anything they know is not true.

Carroll, Divorce pp. 150152.

I Cor. 13=7

47

vJhen your mate hurts your feeltngs , it is
best not to tell them about it as it usually only makes the situation ·\-1orse.

\~heat,

Pleasure p. 134.

Eph. 4:15

51

Proper communicating takes a lot of
effort.

Ylright,

CommuI1i~C3.:J:;~~on.

Eph. 4·:29
Jms. 3:2

52

vlhat I say to my mate makes little difference to our marriage relationship.

Small, I do p. 11.

Ecc. 3:7
Provo 12:25, 18:21

56

I often know "That my ma·te j.s going to say

Augsburger, Hear p. 55.

Prov. 18:13, 29:11

before they finish and therefore it often
helps save time to anS\'ler before they are
finished speaking.

0,

o

60

Arguments are "Ton only by forceful and
aggressive speech.

Nirenberg, People pp. 1-15.

69

Most people are open and tell exactly
vIhat is going on inside of them.

v]right, Marital pp. 162-

73

Too much openness and honesty in a marriage can cause real trouble, so it is
best to . . 701'k e:t being tact"f'ul and at tryIng to say \·!hat the other person ,",auld
lilce to hear.

Augsburger, Hear p. 94.

I(
I

Prov. 25:15
I I Tim.

2:24

Provo 20:5

167.
Prov. 25:11
Provo 27:19

COM PAN ION S HIP

5

Romance is only for the first part of marriage and is to be grovm out of gradually
as the duration of the marriage increases.

\'lheat, Love Life p. 81+.

Prov. 5:19

6

Doing things to make my mate happy requires more effort than it is \Torth.

PO\-rell, Secret pp. 51,

Matt.

16:24

70-72.

13

It is impossible for our relationship to
ever improve.

\'meat, lDve Life pp. 34 -43.

I Cor. 13:7

15

It takes a tremendous amount of effort for
any marriage to VIork.

vmea t, Love Life pp. 24-2-

I Pet. 3:7

16

Love alVIays comes easy and natural.

Povlell, Secret p.

30

Loving onels mate is choosing to supply
their needs \lithout expecting anything
in return.

VJhea t , Love Life pp. .118129·

John 3:16

31

I \yould rather spend time "Tith my mate
than anyone else in the \Torld.

Blumstein, Couples p. 5

Gen. 2 :2l~

l~8

A person ought to tell their mate hO\l
much they love them all the time.

Benson, Man pp. 129-130.

Eph.

57

Satisfaction in marriage comes by using
one I s time and money to help lllal\:e their
mate happy.

Miles J

1-1att. 6:21
]vlatt. 5:3-11

.58

Commun:i.cation in marriage is only for
discussing problems.

Small, I do p.

2l~5

.

69.

Matt.

5:44

0\

I-'

//

~quali ty

p. 109.

78 .

4:29

SoS. 7;1-13

59

It is impossible to have a good marriage
relationship when there is a difference
of opj,nions.

McCary, Freedom p. 279.

62

There are some thIngs that my mate ahiays
does that I can not stand.

vlright, Mar:l,tal pp.
216.

64

One should see}\: to resolve hurt feelings
as soon as possible after they occur.

Morgan, vJoman pp. 180-189.

Eph. 1l-:26

68

One should let other people say bad things
about their mate only vihen they are true.

vJheat, Love Life p. 126.

Prov. 25:23

74

There is a limit to ho\-! much one should
forgive their mate.

Berry, Beloved pp. 71-72.

Matt. 18:21-22
Eph. 4:32

191.~-

I Cor. 13:7

Provo 11.~:17,29
Provo 15:18

0,
[\)

SEX

10

It is \'lrong to enjoy having sex '.dth my
'mate.

Glickman, Lovers p. 129.

Provo 5:19
Heb. 13:4

20

The sexual relationship should never be
used as a tool of manipulation.

Cooper, Husband p. 1)..8.

I Cor.

25

Sex is more a bother 'than enjoyment.

McCary, Sexual p. 250.

Provo 5:19

32

Good seX takes a lot of time.

33

Kno\'iledge and Cons idera'ti.on of male, female differences is impor'tant for mutual
fulfillment in sexual relations.

Brecheen, Enrichment p. 16.

I Pet.

37

Manual sexual stimulation in vTrong even
'v/ithin the marriage relationship.

Hardisty, Love p. 57.

7:4-5

3:7

I Cor. 7:4
Heb. 13 :L~

40

Privacy is necessary for mutual sexual
gratification.

vJheat, Love Life p. 80.

Lev. 18:6-19

42

It is okay for females to be sexually
aggress i ve \-1i thin the marriage relationship.

Benson, Man p. 226

SoS. 5

45

Sex outside of marriage is not harmful to
the marriage relationship provided it is
mutually agreed upon.

Blumstein, Couples p.

49

Good sex can occur only when each partner
places the others needs before their own.

Lahaye, Happy p. 66.

Rom. 12:10

50

Most women are aroused and stimulated
faster than most men.

Lahaye, Act p. 83.

Job 31:1
I Pet. 3:7

55

Mutual sexual fulfillment begins vIi th
affection, lcindness and romance.

Gliclanan, Lovers p. 129.

SoS. 2:6, 8:3

61

Sexual intercourse is the best way to
work out marital tensions.

Small, Design p.

66

Successful sex for women usually begins
with a mental satisfaction of the total
setting of intimacy surrounding their
marriage.

Benson, Man p. 231.

SoS. Chapts. 3-7

71

Sexual satisfaction only comes when one
knows they gave their mate an enjoyable
time.

Small, I do pp. 226-227.

Matt. 8:34~
Acts 20:35

0\
W

~.-------

7.

99.

Provo 6:32

Eph. 4:15
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The follm-ring inventory sample sections i-Till make up the bulk
of the beliefs measured by the Marriage Beliefs

Invento~r.

The inven-

tory is designed by myself, and I am attempting to produce test-retest
reliability as well as face validity for partial fulfilltnent of my thesis requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in Biblical Counseling.
Your completing the answer sheet pertaining to the significance of the
beliefs that are measured will play an important role in obtaining face
validity.
Please remember that the statements are beliefs which those
taking the inventory will be agreeing or disagreeing ',.lith at va:cious
levels.

The statements are stated both ways and, therefore, I have in-

dicated vhich beliefs are correct or incorrect, therefore problem producing, or conducive to a good marriage relationship.

You "iill notice

that some of the belief statements are neither correct or incorrect, but
are stated as such in order to show \·,hich response is being

loo~ed

frJr

in order to measure those beliefs that may present marriage problems.
Thank you for

your~ooperation

in this effort.

Sincerely,

Timothy P. Peters

P.S.

Please note that the anS'tler sheet to the inventory itself is not
included i{i th the sample sections.

ANSI'TER SHEET
INSTRUCTIONS: Please rate the beliefs measured. in the sample SeCl:;lOnS
of the marriage beliefs inventory for the significance of their tnf1uence upon problems in the marriage relationship. Circle tb.e appropriate letter.
c - significant
d - very significant

a - very insignificant
b - insignificant
FDIANCES

CO~JY!uNICATION

SEX

EXPECTATIONS

COHPMnONSITI.p

1. abc d

1. abc d

1. abc d

1. abc d

l.abed

2. abc d

2. abc d

2. abe d

2. abc d

2. abc d

3. abc d

3. abc d

3. abc d

3. abc d

4. abc d

4.. abcd

4. abc d

4. abc d

5. abc d

5. abc d

5. abc

5. abc

6. abc d

6. abc d

6. abc d

6. abc d

3.
4.
5.
6.

7. abc d

7. abc d

7. abc d

7. abc

7. a

8. abc d
9. abc d

8. abc d

8. abc

d

8. abc d

9. abc d

9. abc d

9. abc d

8. abc d
9. abc d

10. abe d

10. abc d

10. abc d

10. abc d

10. abc d

11. abc d

ll.abcd

11. abc d

ll.abcd

11. abc d

12. abc d

12. abc d

12. abc d

12. abc d

12. abc d

13. abc d

13. abc d

13. abc d

13. abc d

13. abc d

14. abc d

14. abc d

14., abc d

14. abc d

14. abc d

15. abc d

15. abc d

15. abc d

15. abc d

15. abc d

16. abc d

16. abc d

16. abc d

16. abc d

16. a. bed

17. abc d

17. abc d

17. abc d

17. abe d

17. abc d

18. abc d

18. abc d

18. abc d

18. abe d

18. abc d

19. abc d

19. abe d

19. abc d

19. abe d

19- abc d

20. abc d

20. abc d

20. abc d

20.

bed

20. abc d

21. abc d

21. abc d

21. abc d

21. abe d

21. abc d

22. abc d

22. abe d

22. abc d

rv")

abc d

abc d

23. abc d

23. abc d

23. abc d

23. abc d

23. abc d

24. abc d

24. abc d

24·. abc d

24. abc d

24 .. abc d

25. abc d

25. abc d

25. abc d

25. abc d

25. abc d
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d

c.c..

2.

d

d

abc d
abc d
abc d
abe d
b

MEl (sample section on finances)
1. The more wealth one acquires, the more secure he becomes financially.
(incorrect)
2. No matter how bad I want something, I should always refrain from
purc:hasing it if my mate does not vTant me to. (correct)

3. Right now we have everything we need to live a happy life.

(correct)

4. All financial problems can be solved by obtaining more money.
(incorrect)

5. If i-Je do not eventually have enough money to not have to struggle to
make ends meet, it is a sure sign that we are doing something iITOng
in the area of finances. (incorrect)

6. It is very important to give money to worthy causes whether it looks
like we can afford it or not.

(correct)

7. In order to live a happy life, one's income must be

e~~al to or
greater than the poverty level as set by the Federal Government.
(incorrect)

8. Financial difficulties can be verJ beneficial.

(correct)

9. Budgets are a must for handling finances properly.

(correct)

10. The amount of money that God directly gives to a person as a blessing
may be measured only by what money one receives over and abOve his
regular wages. (incorrect)
11. My mate's abilities in the area of making wise financial choices are
worthless. (incorrect)
12. Record keeping is not an important part of family financial matters.
(incorrect)
13. If a person acquires enough, they may get to the place where they do
not have to depend upon anyone else for anything. (incorrect)
14. Financial happiness comes as a result of using all of one's money for
God's purposes. (correct)
15. One must be -wealthy in order to have a lot of influence and pO'tier on
others. (incorrect)
16. It is impossible to get ahead financially by working for someone else.
(incorre;t)
17. Giving someone else 'dhat they want makes me a happier person than
getting what I want. (correct)

18. If my financial decisions are not always superior to my mates, my
mate will no longer respect me.

(incorrect)

19. The only reason why people are poor is from a lack of knoYTledge.
(incorrect)
20. One usually gets more satisfaction out of getting things for their
mates than by acquiring things for themselves. (correct)
21. There will always be those with better ideas and inSights than I
have. (correct)

68

1

MEl (sample section on communication)

J

1. One should say and think only good things about their mate whether
they feel like it or not. (correct)
2. The person ,{ho wins the argument is all-lays right.

(incor:,:ect)

3. Happiness in marriage is knowing that your mate trusts you enough to
tell you anything that's on their mind.

(correct)

4. Attacking another person's character should be used to win an argument
only when all else fails.

5. My mate is hard to talk to.

(incorrect)
(incorrect)

6. Members of the opposite sex are impossible to understand.

(incorrect)

7. It is better for a couple not to discuss those things they disagree
on.

(incorrect)

8. Hy spouse never really understands me.

(incorrect)

9. Hm'" and when we say things is as important as what
10. My spouse talks too much.

vie

say.

(correct)

(incorrect)

11. It is good to share the faults of one's mate '..rith close friends so one
does not have t.o hold in all the accompanying pressures and frustrations. (incorrect)
12. Intimacy in marriage is being able to tell your mate exactly how you
feel about something without having to be concerned about being attacked by your mate. (correct)
13. vfnen someone hurts your feelings, it is best not to tell them about it
as i.t usually only makes the situation worse. (incorrect)
lLj.. Proper communicating takes alot of effort.

(correct)

15. What I say to my mate makes little difference to our marriage relationship. (incorrect)
16. I often kno,{ -what my mate is going to say before they finish; therefore, it often helps save time to answer before they are finished
speaking. (incorrect)
17. Arguments are won by forceful and aggressive speech.

Ie.

(incorr;::ct)

One should help their mate to relay only accurate informa.tion to
others by quickly correcting anything they know is not true. (incorrect)

19. Most people are open and tell exactly what's going on inside them.
( ineorrect )

20. Surroundings do not affect communication.

(incorrect)

21. Admitting wrong and asking forgiveness can lead to a breakdo"\.;n in

authority and leadership.

(incorrect)

22. It is more satisfying to talk than to listen.

(incorrect)

23. Too much openness and honesty can cause real trouble, so it is best
to work at being tactful and try to say what the other person would
like to hear. (incorrect)
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MEl (sample section on sex)
1. Good sex takes alot of time.

(correct)

2. Sex is mOre a bother than enjoyment.

(incorrect)

3· Knowledge and consideration of male, female differences is important
for mutual fulfillment in sexual relations.

(correct)

4. It is wrong to enjoy having sex with my mate.

(incorrect)

5· Sex outside of marriage is not harmful to the marriage relationship
provided it is mutually agreed upon.

(incorrect)

6. Most women are aroused and stimulated faster

th~n

most men.

( incorrect)

7. An extramarital relationship is not morally right, but would be very
satisfying.

(incorrect)

8. Males have more internal stimulation than females.
9. It is okay for females to be sexually aggressive.
10. Few women are capable of coming to an orgasim.

(correct)
(correct)

(incorrect)

11. My mate is less sexually attractive than when we first married.
(incorrect)
12. Sexual release is the best part of marriage.

(incorrect)

13. It is possible for a marriage to become healthy even after adultery
has taken place. (correct)
14. Manual sexual stimulation is wrong even within the marriage relationship. (incorrect)
15. Good sex can occur only when each partner places the other's needs
before their ovm. (correct)
16. Sex is only for dirty old men.

(incorrect)

17. Mutual sexual fulfillment begins with affection, kindness and romance.
(correct)
18. Wives should seek to help their husbands release their biochemical and
physiological sexual pressures regularly. (correct)
19. The sexual relationship should never be used as a tool of manipulation.
(correct)
20. Privacy is necessary for mutual sexual gratification.
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(correct)

21. Sexual intercourse is the best way to \vork out marital tensions.
( incorrect)
22. Successful seX for women usually begins with a mental satisfaction
of the total setting of intimacy surrounding her marriage. (correet)

23. Sex is an imrnaturi ty that should be outgro"Yffi.

(incorrect)

24. Sexual satisfaction only comeS when one knows they gave their mate
an enjoyable time.

(correct)
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T
MBI (sample section on fulfillment of expectations)
1. I'm sure I could have a much better marriage relationship if I
divorced and remarried. (incorrect)
2. Husbands are to be the main provider of finances for the family.
(correct)

3. All men are egotists seeking control and domination of 'domen.
(incorrect)
4. A meek) affectionate) gentle husband is not very masculine.
( incorrect)

5. Marriage is for a lifetime.

(correct)

6. The disciplining of children should be a shared responsibility.
(correct)

7. Husbands are to provide leadership for the home.

(correct)

8. A husband should do the tasks of a servant for his family.

(correct)

9. A good marriage begins with a termination of dependence upon parents.
(correct)
10. "Homen are superior to men.

(incorrect)

11. One of the roles of a ifOman is to be a keeper of the home.
12. Husbands should submit to their wives.

(correct)

(correct)

13. Men should lead the home because they are better qualified to do so.
(incorrect)
14. ,,-lomen are to be actively involved in all major decision making processes. (correct)

15. Being able to control and manipulate your mate is better than having
your mate manipulate and control you.

(incorrect)

16. Ifa husband lets his wife have things her way, his position of authority and leadership are threatened. (incorrect)
17. A person is better off to divorce than to live their life in misery,
being critisized and unappreciated by their mate. (incorrect)
18. Real marital satisfaction comes by giving your mate your consistent
support. (correct)
19. All women try to manipulate men by
(incorrect)
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eA~ressing

their feelings.

20. One can never be happily married if they have married the 'N.rong
person. (incorrect)
21. The husband is to provide protection for the wife.

(correct)

22. Husband and wife are to both submit to each other.

(correct)

23. A husband should demand respect for his authority in order to
effectively lead the home. (incorrect)
24. One must be committed to never divorcing in order to have a secure
marriage relationship. (correct)
25. True leadership involves investing one's efforts
their followers successful in life. (correct)

tow~rd

making

MBI (sample section on companionship)
1. Romance is only for the first part of marriage and is to be gro',·rn 01.lt
of gradually as the duration of the marriage increases. (incorrect)
2. Doing things to make my mate happy
worth. (incorrect)

re~uires

more effort than it is

3. One of the objectives in marriage is to -work at helping your spouse
to change so you may have a better marriage.

(incorrect)

4. Temporary separation helps a couple know whether or not they still
love each other.

(incorrect)

5. It is impossible for our relationship to ever imporve.

(incorrect)

6. It ta.kes a tremendous amount of effort for any marriage to work.
(correct)

7. Love always comes easy and natural.

e.

(incorrect)

Loving one's mate is choosing to supply their needs without expecting
anything in return. (correct)

9. I would rather spend time with my mate than anyone else in the Viorld.
(correct)
10. Hy mate is a better person than I am.
11. My mate does not respect me at all.

(correct)
(incorrect)

12. A person ought to tell their mate how much they love them all the tJme.
(correct)
13. If I were to tell a friend about some of my shortcomings so they could
help me change, they would probably no longer respect me. (incorrect)
14-. Satisfaction in marriage comes by using one's time ar..d money to help
make their mate happy. (correct)
15. Communication in marriage is only for discussing problems.
(incorrect)
16. It is impossible to have a good. marriage relationship \.Jhen there is
a difference of opinions. (incorrect)
17. There are some things that my mate always does that I cannot st.and.
(incorrect)
18. One should seek to resolve hurt feelings as soon as possible after
they occur. (correct)
19. The bad thing about marriage is that it takes too much effort to mal<;.e
it work. (incorrect)
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,
20. One should let other people say bad things about their mate only
when they are true. (incorrect)
21. This world is going to be a better place to live in as a result of
my life in it. (correct)
22. I believe that my mate ought to at least maintain their present
qualities and if not, improve them. (incorrect)
23. There is a limit to how much one should forgive their mate.
(incorrect)

T
!

APPKNDIX SIX

SA£.1PLE OF QUESTIONNAIRE
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Please rate the quality of your marriage in the follOi-ling areas.
Circle the number that best applies.

Very Bad
l . FINANCES

1

2. COMMUNICATION

1

3· FUI..F I LU1E:NT

4.

S~'T
.l.:>.r.

5. COMPANIONSHIP

Bad

2

Good

Very Good

3

4-

2

3

4

1

"c

3

4

1

2

...J

':l

4

1

2

';;)

..)

4-

,

APPENDIX SEVEN

TABLE OF FREQUENCY DISTRIBlJTIONS
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TABLE OF FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

Frequency
Distribution
Scores
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
1'7/
10
177
178
179
180

Frequencies
First
Testing

Frequencies
Second
Testing
1

1
1
1
2
1
1
1

3
2

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
1
2

2

3

1
2
2
1
1
2
1

4
1
1

1
1
1
3
4

1

2

1

4
1
1

1
3
1
1
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181
182

1

2

183
1':~4

185
186
187
186
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
2Q2
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211

1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

2

,...,
Co

2
1
1
1
1

1

1

~

3

.)

2
1
2

2
1

1

1
1
1
1
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ABSTRACT

The Marriage Beliefs Inventory is designed to measure biblical
versus unbi1::llical held beliefs about marriage.

The HBI contains five

sub-scales of marriage problem areas including finances, fulfillment,
communicati.:::m, companionship and sex.

Each sub-scale includes fifteen

belief statements 1-1ith "\-[hich the participant chooses the degree to
-which he agrees or disagrees.
a Sunday school class.
high (r::.76).

The MBI was given to thirty couples of

The t,est-retest reliability correlation ",as

Research relevent to the construction of the inventory,

conclusions and suggestions for further research are given.
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